Leaders: Downloads are a work in progress. Please feel free to send your ideas and feedback to author Rich Maxwell. Marblekeeper@gmail.com
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Mark off a circle on the
ground or with a rope or
chalk. Place thirteen (13)
small marbles in the
center in the shape of a
plus sign (“+”). Players lag
their shooter marble to a
wall or line several feet
away. The player who
lands closest gets to shoot first.
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Players take turns shooting with their large “shooter” marble from
outside the ring, “Knuckle Down”- shooting with your thumb. If you
knock a small marble out of the ring you place it in your pile and
shoot again. If you’re using a hoop ring, contact with the edge. is
out-of-bounds. If you miss your turn is over. The first person to
knock 7 marbles out of the ring wins.
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Ringer is a game that has been played for 1,000’s of year, by almost
as many names. It is the official game played on a 10-foot ring at most
marble tournaments including the National Marble Tournament in
June, in Wildwood NJ.
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Choking Hazard. Keep marbles away
from children under 4 years of age.
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Order copies of Marbles For Good (2020) by Rich Maxwell MS ED, at www.MarbleKeeper.com

